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Who we are

We’re Root + All, communications helpers

Ryan CoonArielle Evans



In [SETTING] where [CONFLICT], [CHARACTER] sets out 
to [ACTION] so that [RESOLUTION].

Tell a story to introduce yourself:



We’ll go first:

In a world where powerful social systems are opaque 
and inaccessible to most people, Root + All sets out to 

use the power of communications to make these 
systems more visible so that people can understand 
them and take an active role in shaping their future.



Maybe something more familiar:

In a galaxy far, far away where the Galactic Empire is 
building a space station capable of destroying an entire 
planet, Leia, Luke, and Han set out to use the force to 
destroy the space station so that freedom and justice 

can be restored to the galaxy.



In the woods where an arrogant hare was mocking him 
for being slow, a tortoise sets out to just keep going, 

slow and steady so that he can win the race.

Maybe something simpler:



In the Land of Oz where a farm girl and her dog suddenly 
find themselves not in Kansas anymore, Dorothy & her 

new friends set out to find the great and powerful 
Wizard so that Dorothy & Toto can return home to 

Kansas.

OK, one more:



In [SETTING] where [CONFLICT], [CHARACTER] sets out 
to [ACTION] so that [RESOLUTION].

Now you try:



THEORY
what stories are, why we tell them



● a record of events, true or imagined (or both), with 
a moral

● a narrative with a beginning, middle, and end

● a means to instruct and delight

● a way to make sense of the world, internal or 
external

A story is ...



● People already have ideas in their head about what things like 
education, school, and teacher mean.

● These ideas are built over long periods of time and they’re reinforced 
by social and cultural models (AKA stories).

● In this way, the stories we tell come to set the boundaries of 
understanding on an issue and define reality. 

● If we can use the power of storytelling to shift understanding, we 
can create new opportunities for change. 

Stories set the boundaries of what’s possible



Faced with this, you have 3 options:

● Do nothing, let others fill the void, and live with the consequences

● Act (or react) without intention and risk sending mixed messages 
and/or reinforcing unhelpful narratives

● Act strategically, tell your own story, and set your own boundaries 
for what’s possible



Why this matters for schools

● You’re part of people’s lives and you’re in the news cycle already. 
You also have a lot of story baggage to carry around.

● You’re a story-rich environment! But stories won’t share themselves. 

● There are more tools than ever for doing this, right at your fingertips!



Stories can’t change
your school.

They can change what your 
school is known for.



What do you want your 
school/organization to be 

known for?



Flip to page 3



PRACTICE
what stories are made of



Diagram of a story  SOCIAL MEDIA POST

Characters (teachers and staff)

Setting (school building)

Action (learning new techniques)

Resolution (to apply in their 
classroom)



Diagram of a story  EMAIL NEWSLETTER

Characters (students, admin, 
faculty, staff)

Setting (Wilkinsburg community)

Action (facts and changes)

Resolution (focus of future efforts)

Conflict (we have work to do)



Diagram of a story  VIDEO

Characters (Mr. Harper and student)

Setting (halls, classrooms, office)

Conflict (social circumstances)

Action (caring for the whole child)

Resolution (bridging school and 
community)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCulKYeorMc


Qualities
● Tangible: you can feel their 

reality

● Personal: they are about people, 
not about things

● Compelling: they name what’s at 
stake 

● Visible:  you can see them unfold 
before you

● Affirmative: they point toward a 
promising future

Elements
● Setting: a place where the story 

occurs, rich with context

● Characters: people who play a 
role in the story

● Conflict: a situation that needs 
to change

● Action: steps that characters are 
taking to cause change 

● Resolution: a new situation 
resulting from character action

Stories are made.



Inventory your story elements

Keep the qualities in mind:

➔ Make your settings 
tangible

➔ Make your characters 
personal

➔ Make your conflicts 
compelling

➔ Make your actions 
visible

➔ Make your resolutions 
affirmative

❏ Review what you want your school 
to be known for

❏ List as many Settings, Characters, 
Conflicts, Actions, and Resolutions 
that relate to that vision as you can 
on sticky notes (one element per 
sticky)

❏ Plot them on the Story Element 
Inventory





Stories are 
choices.



❏ Pull some story elements from the 
inventory that are.

❏ Arrange them on the iceberg so that the 
most resonant, compelling, and relevant 
elements are “above the waterline.”

Remember:

➔ You’re telling this story 
for a reason

➔ You’re showing change 
over time

➔ You’re informing and 
inspiring 

➔ You’re making meaning, 
not making a list

Time to make some choices





Stories are 
stories.



Diagram your story

❏ The Story Diagram helps you sequence 
your elements into a story.

❏ Move the elements that are “above the 
waterline” onto the Story Diagram.

❏ Add exposition so that your story can be 
read from start to finish.

❏ Give your story a title (do this part last).

Roughing and Refining:

➔ Add essential context 
your audience needs to 
understand

➔ Remove extra details 
that can distract from 
the story 

➔ Read it through to 
yourself and fill in any 
gaps that emerge with 
content or color





Stories are 
media.



❏ Review the prototype sheets:

❏ Using your Story Diagram as a starting 
point, sketch how your story would be 
expressed in each of these formats.

Prototype your story in different media

❏ Blog

❏ Email Newsletter

❏ Facebook

Fitting Message to Medium:

➔ Some stories are better 
suited to specific 
formats (and vice versa)

➔ Each medium has its 
own style conventions 
and expectations

➔ Amplify the parts of the 
story that work best for 
the medium

❏ Instagram

❏ Presentation

❏ Video





Share your story



STRATEGY & TACTICS
when a story becomes a storyline



You’ll have to do this over and over and over again.

Here are a few things you’ll need to make it manageable:

● Purpose: You’re telling stories for a reason. Write it down.

● People: You’ll need help, there are helpers all around.

● Platform(s): There are a lot of them and they’re made for you.

● Plan: You can’t defeat time, you can only hope to contain it.

Maintaining the drumbeat, day-to-day



Storytelling on purpose

● Enough practice makes storytelling a habit.

● Sustained focus on your purpose makes storytelling a strategy.

○ Core Message: What idea do you want to take hold?

○ Target Audience: Who needs to hear that message the most?

○ Key Objective: How does your audience need to change?



Rules of this game:

➔ Your core message can’t 
be your mission 
statement. 

➔ Your target audience 
can’t just be “the 
public.”

➔ You get just one (1) key 
objective. 

❏ Write down what you want your 
school to be known for. That’s your 
core message.

❏ Next, name and specify the group of 
people who most need to hear that 
message. That’s your target 
audience.

❏ Finally, describe the current state of 
your audience and what you want 
their future state to be. That’s your 
key objective.

Message > Audience > Objective



Flip to page 16



Storytellers

People with the talent and tendency to 
produce story content

Use your Story Diagram and/or Prototype 
as an assignment 

Use the content calendar to set deadlines 
(allow plenty of time for revisions)

Editorial Committee

A few trusted partners to be your eyes and 
ears for scenes and subjects

Build a diverse, representative committee 
that includes many perspectives 

Use the workbook activities to create your 
storytelling strategy together

Get help from these people



Flip to page 18



➔ Presentation
If you have a case to make and verbal 
storytelling is going to help you win

➔ Printed Matter
As a way to create lasting evidence 
that something amazing happened

➔ Video
You’ve got a movie studio in your 
pocket

➔ And many more
Including Twitter, LinkedIn, press 
pitches, text messages, and signage

Put stories on these platforms
➔ Blog

If you have talent and time for writing 
and have an audience of readers

➔ Email Newsletter
As a complement to more 
nuts-and-bolts updates

➔ Facebook
Great for reaching parents, families, 
and communities with a mix of media

➔ Instagram
If you’re more of a “show” than a 
“tell” kind of storyteller



Flip to page 20



Tame time 
and make 
a plan

Set your core message, 
target audience, and 
key objective at the top

Name your 
storylines 
across the rows

Sync up the 
timing to 
milestones 
(enrollment 
period, 
back-to-school, 
holidays, 
student/commu
nity events, 
graduation).

Plot out a steady stream of content 
(more frequent smaller bites, less 

frequent bigger stories)





WRAP UP
what’s left



Takeaways

➔ Theory: Stories set the boundaries 
of what’s possible.
◆ Stories can’t change your 

school

◆ Stories can change what your 
school is known for

➔ Practice: Stories are...
◆ Made of elements and qualities

◆ Choices that need to be made

◆ Stories after all 

◆ Media that reach audiences

➔ Strategy & Tactics: Shift from 
stories to storylines.
◆ Purpose: Focus on message, 

audience, and objective

◆ People: Form an editorial 
committee, recruit storytellers

◆ Platforms: Match team capacity 
with audience interest

◆ Plan: Tame time with a content 
calendar



Download this slide deck
& the workbook at

rootandall.com/learningstories


